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Abstract—With an increasingly ageing population in the world,
fall detection and classification for elderly people becomes an
imperative problem that needs to be addressed for assisted
living. Currently, most of the fall detection algorithms are based
on wearable and non-wearable sensors, such as accelerometer
and video camera respectively. In this work, different from
previous vision-based methods where the whole images are used,
to mitigate the privacy protection problem and detect different
types of fall events, we utilize only the skeleton data to achieve
the classification of different fall events by using a deep neural
network (DNN). The cost of manually labelling and due to
varieties of annotators, for a recorded dataset, there always
exist errors which will deteriorate the performance. To address
this issue, we introduce the confident learning to remove wrong
labelled samples and propose a new cascaded learning method
to solve the noisy labelled data problem. To confirm the efficacy
of the proposed method, we compare different algorithms on
the UP-Fall dataset to show that the proposed method performs
better than the state-of-the-art.

Index Terms—Fall detection, skeleton features, noisy label,
confident learning, cascaded learning

I. INTRODUCTION

At present, falls have surpassed cardiovascular diseases and
cancer and become the primary reason for death and health
effects in the elderly [1]. Most of the previous works on fall
detection focus on binary fall detection i.e. fall event or no-fall
event. However, there are different types of fall events in the
real world, such as falling forward, falling sideways, falling
backwards, which will lead to different types of injuries in the
human body parts. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on
the classification of five types of fall events.

Fall detection methods are mainly divided into three types:
wearable sensors based, ambient sensors based and vision
sensors based [2]–[4]. In fall detection, compared with the
wearable sensors based methods, the accuracy of the vision-

based methods are slightly lower but there is no requirement
for the elderly people to wear the sensors, which they often
forget to wear. In vision-based fall detection, one of the main
challenges is privacy protection [5], [6]. In order to protect the
personal privacy, a skeleton feature extraction model is used to
obtain the human skeleton features from the images. By using
only the skeleton data, almost all the personal information can
be eliminated and the privacy is preserved [7], [8]. Meanwhile,
the dynamic lighting condition problem could also be avoided
to ensure the robustness of algorithm [9], [10]. Since the size
of the skeleton data is much smaller than the whole image
data, the requirement of the computational cost is also reduced.
In recent years, deep neural network (DNN) is a commonly-
used method to address classification problems with promising
results [11]. The performance of the DNN is greatly affected
by the data quality and labelling errors which occur due to both
cognitive errors and model bias errors [12]. It is also crucial to
find a solution to address training with noisy labels. Confident
learning is an effective method to solve this issue [13]. It
is based on the principle of a joint distribution probability
density function and focus on label quality by characterizing
and identifying noisy labels.

In this paper, we propose a novel cascaded learning DNN
to train with noisy labels for fall events classification. The
contributions of our work are: (1). A new DNN architecture
has been proposed for the fall events classification task.
(2). Confident learning is verified to be used to address the
noisy label problem on skeleton data. (3). Based on confident
learning and the proposed DNN model, finally, we proposed a
cascaded learning method to improve the performance of the
overall multi-class fall events classification.



II. RELATED WORK

In terms of fall detection, many datasets were collected
during the last decade. We will give only two examples: the
UP-Fall dataset (latest) [14] and the UR-Fall (widely-used)
[15]. The UR-Fall dataset contains 70 video sequences, 30 of
them are fall sequences while the rest are for daily living. The
UP-Fall dataset is a larger dataset in fall detection compared
with the UR-Fall dataset, which contains 5 fall events and 6
daily activities and 561 video sequences.

With the UR-Fall dataset, transfer learning and the convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) are applied to achieve the fall
detection and earn competitive performance compared with the
wearable sensor-based method [16]. Recently, a fall detection
method is proposed that uses saliency maps to train a two-
stream CNN at the image-level [17]. Then, with the UP-Fall
dataset, the method in [14] evaluates the dataset with four
different classifiers: support vector machine (SVM); K-nearest
Neighbour (KNN); Random Forest (RF); and Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP). Recently, [18] used human skeleton data
from the UP-Fall dataset to address the fall detection problem
and obtain a promising performance in both fall detection and
activity recognition.

However, the data labelling problem is not addressed, and
the automatic annotations always have errors to degrade the
performance. In general, to address noisy label issues, [19]
proposed an algorithm called Co-teaching to reduce the influ-
ence of noisy labels when addressing the image classification
problems. Then, [20] added weights into the loss function
which is generated by MentorNet. In [21], a meta-learning
algorithm is introduced to overcome the noisy label in the
training stage. Recently, confident learning is proposed to
calculate the joint distribution probability density function
between the true labels and noisy labels for pruning the noisy
labels without requiring hyperparameters [13].

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Confident Learning for Noisy Label Pruning

According to [13], confident learning could identify the
label errors in the datasets and improve the classification
performance by calculating the joint distribution between
noisy label ỹ and the true label y∗. Assume training dataset
D = (x, ỹ)mn , which denotes n samples with m categories
with noisy label ỹ for samples x. We calculate the possibility
threshold as:

τf =

∑
x∈Dỹ=f

p̂f (x)

|Dỹ=f |
(1)

where τf is the possibility threshold for all samples labelled as
ỹ = f . If the predicted probability for ỹ = d has p̂f (x) ≥ τf ,
then it will be suspected as a wrong annotation.

Cỹd,y∗f
:=
∣∣∣D̂ỹ=d,y∗=f

∣∣∣ (2)

According to equation (2), the confusion matrix could be
obtained by counting Cỹd,y∗f

in x, and the predicted label is d
but true label is f .

Ĵŷ=d,y∗=f =

Cỹ=d,y∗=f∑
f∈[m] Cỹ=d,y∗=f

· |Dỹ=d|∑
d∈[m],f∈[m](

Cỹ=d,y∗=f∑
f∈[m] Cỹ=d,y∗=f

· |Dỹ=d|)
(3)

where (·) is the multiplication operator. After the joint distri-
bution Ĵŷ=d,y∗=f between noisy labels ỹ and true labels y∗ is
obtained. We could use the following methods to identify the
suspicious labels:

Confusion: The noisy labels are selected by using off-
diagonal elements of the confusion matrix.

PBC: For all the categories of the samples in m, d ∈ [m],
n ·
∑

f∈[m]:f 6=d(Ĵŷ=d,y∗=f [d]) samples for filtering with lowest
confidence will be identified as noisy labels.

PBNR: n · Ĵỹ=d,y∗=f samples in off-diagonal will be
selected x ∈ Xỹ=d with max margin p̂x,ỹ=f − p̂x,ỹ=d.

C+NR: Indicates the prune and operator to the sample if
both PBC and PBNR are true.

B. Proposed DNN

Since the size of skeleton data obtained from the video
image is much less than the original video image data, the
skeleton data may have trade-off between privacy protection
and desired information. To overcome the possible information
loss, we propose a new DNN model with inner concatenation
between different layers to reuse the information. The final
output of the model is a weighted ensemble from sub-outputs.

Fig. 1. The proposed DNN architecture for privacy protection and mitigating
the information loss.

The proposed DNN architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It has
8 dense layers and 3 concatenation operations between the
layers in order to reuse the skeleton information. Meanwhile,
3 sub-outputs from different layers are extracted to generate
the final weighted output, we call it as inner-ensemble. It is
believed that the sub-outputs from different layers will have
different sensitivity and precision for different activities. In
each dense layer, batch normalization and Relu function are
also applied.

The loss function used in the proposed DNN model:



Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed cascaded learning method. In the noisy labelled data counting (NLDC) stage, the DNN model will be trained with
noisy labelled data to perform the coarse predictions, which will be used as the input of the confidence training (CT) stage, and clean the data by using
different pruning techniques. The cleaned data will be used for retraining the proposed DNN model shown in Fig. 1.

loss = −
3∑

i=1

ωi(yi · log(ŷi)) (4)

where ωi represents the loss weight of the sub-output i. And
yi, ŷi indicates the target and prediction for the sample in
the ith sub-output, respectively. The final loss is the weighted
combination of three sub-losses, therefore the number of sub-
loss is 3, and the weight ratio of the sub-output is 1:1:2.

C. Cascaded Learning

Based on the DNN model described above, we propose
a cascaded learning based method as shown in Fig. 2. The
cascaded learning pipeline contains two stages, noisy labelled
data counting (NLDC) and confidence training (CT). In the
NLDC stage, firstly, the DNN model is trained with uncleaned
training data, i.e., labels which contain labelling errors. Then,
secondly, by using the trained DNN, the coarse predictions
corresponding to the uncleaned training data are provided as
an input to the CT stage.

In the CT stage, by using the coarse predictions and the
noisy labels from the NLDC stage, a confidence map is
obtained which indicate the suspicious noisy labels. Then,
according to the confidence map, in the label prune module,
the training samples with suspicious noisy labels are removed
to generate a new cleaned training dataset. Finally, we re-train
the proposed DNN model as shown in Fig. 1. In order to keep
up with the referenced work, we conducted the experiments
and obtained the performance on the original data rather than
the cleaned data. The performance is provided in the following
section.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Preprocessing

In the UP-Fall dataset, there are 5 fall events and 6 normal
daily activities in both 2 perspective cameras. The CAM1,
is named as a side way camera in the proposed work. The
work in [18] is the baseline, they used RF, SVM, KNN, MLP
to perform the fall detection. To avoid any confusion, we
make the dataset into 12 classes with one more class called
unknown activity. In the proposed work, we focus on the five
fall events classification and the performance will be shown
in this section. By using Alphapose [22], the human skeleton
will be obtained which contains 17 joint points. Each feature
point contains 3 dimensions which are joints scores and 2-D
coordinates. Therefore, 51 attributes are used as features for
each image for the model to classify the five fall events.

Fig. 3. An example of forward falling using hands. (a) is the original RGB
image, (b) is the skeleton data extracted from AlphaPose [22].

In the preprocessing step, all the blank images without a
subject in the frames are removed. The ratio of the number of
falls and no-fall in the data set is approximately 3:97. After
the preprocessing step, in total there are 220,660 groups of
skeleton data, 154,462 in training and 66,198 testing sets,
respectively. Besides, we set parts of the training set as our
validation set in order to prevent the over fitting issue. Fig. 3
shows the skeleton data example which is extracted by using
AlphaPose. The experiments are conducted on a work station



with 4 GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPUs, and 16GB of RAM. And
the framework is implemented based on Keras.

TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS OF FIVE FALL EVENTS IN THE PROPOSED METHOD

HF Hands forward Falling
KF Knees forward Falling
BF Backward Falling
SF Sideways Falling

SDF Sit Down Falling

Table 1 shows the details of the five activities in UP-Fall
dataset. It is highlighted that different from the other fall
events, the subjects are facing to the camera when they are
recording the sideways fall. In the other 4 fall events, subjects
are side-way in the camera field of view.

B. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the overall classification accuracy, F1-score
is selected as the performance measure. Fig. 4 shows the
performance of the four classifiers in the baseline work and
the proposed DNN with noisy labelled data.

Fig. 4. Shows the classification performance evaluated by using F1-score with
noisy labelled data. The X-axis shows the fall events abbreviated in Table 1.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that among the four classification
methods, RF has the highest performance but the DNN also
achieves the competitive performance. According to Table 2,
although MLP has the lowest inference time, it gives the low-
est classification performance. Meanwhile, the proposed CD-
DNN has the second shorter inference time and achieves the
competitive performance compared with the best classification
performance of all falls events.

TABLE II
INFERENCE TIME OF OUR PROPOSED METHOD AND OTHER METHODS BY

USING CLEANED DATA.

Methods MLP CD-DNN RF KNN SVM
Time (s) 0.34 1.23 2.13 146.87 157.64

The RF earns the first place in all events classification,
however, from Table 2, the inference time of the proposed

CD-DNN (1.23 seconds) is much shorter than RF (2.13 sec-
onds), which has 73.17 % improvement in the inference time.
Therefore, the RF- and DNN-based fall detection algorithm
have trade-off between the classification performance and
its inference time. Since fall detection always requires low
inference time, the proposed CD-DNN will be the better
choice.

Fig. 5. Examples of different types of noisy labels.

We provided some visualization results in Fig. 5, to show
the examples of the noisy labels found by confident learning
in the dataset. According to the observation, in terms of fall
events, in Fig. 5 (a), the true label is falling by using hands,
but the given label is falling by using knees. While in Fig. 5
(b), the true label is falling by using knees but the given label
is falling by using hands. Moreover, in daily activities, Fig. 5
(c) shows the case where the given label is laying but the true
label is side-way falling.

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING F1-SCORE WITH PROPOSED

CASCADED LEARNING.

Methods HF KF BF SF SDF
RF [18] 0.85 0.80 0.78 0.84 0.83
RF-PBC 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.83 0.83
RF-C+NR 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.86 0.86
RF-PBNR 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.87 0.84
RF-Confusion 0.88 0.85 0.82 0.87 0.87
DNN 0.85 0.79 0.76 0.83 0.82
CD-DNN-PBC 0.83 0.82 0.79 0.84 0.84
CD-DNN-C+NR 0.86 0.80 0.79 0.84 0.83
CD-DNN-PBNR 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.84
CD-DNN-Confusion 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.88

In Table 3, we give the comparison results between the base-
line method shown in [18] and the proposed methods. It can
be observed that after using the proposed label pruning, almost
all the fall events classification performance have improved.
These results confirm the importance of confident learning in
label pruning methods when using skeleton data. Meanwhile,
within label pruning using confident learning, the Confusion
method can achieve the best performance. After comparing the
results between RF-Confusion and DNN-Confusion in Table 3,
RF-Confusion earns the best performance in 2 events (HF and
KF) while DNN-Confusion gives the best performance in 3
events (BF, SF and SDF).

The results confirm that different from previous work, where
confident learning is applied at image-level, the noisy label
issue with skeleton data can also be addressed. Moreover, after
introducing confident learning, some labelling errors of fall
events could be removed, which is beneficial to classification
models being trained under correct supervision. According



to the classification performance and computational cost, the
proposed CD-DNN will be the best choice for fall events
classification based on the privacy preserving skeleton dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel cascaded DNN ar-
chitecture to achieve the fall events classification by using
skeleton data. Meanwhile, in order to address the noisy label
issue in the training, we introduced the confident learning to
build a cascaded learning method, which helped to improve
the reliability. From all the experimental results, it can be
confirmed that with skeleton data, the overall performance of
fall detection was significantly improved by using the proposed
method. Compared with RF, the proposed method can achieve
competitive performance with less computational cost which
could better meet the requirements of fall detection. The
proposed CD-DNN models can be modified as an advanced
architectures for further performance improvement.
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